
CS199MXL  
PNEUMATIC UNDERPINNER

The new CS199MXL is the heavy duty air-powered joiner that is flexible 
enough for the custom framer and tough enough  for volume assembly, 
all at a reasonable price. 

FEATURES OF THE CS199MXL

 . Wide joining capacity : 190mm stroke (7’’ ½)
For mouldings up to 150mm wide (6’’) and 112mm high (4’’ 2/5)

 .  Ultra Powerful Double-action « push and tighten » rebate clamp
Position one of the moulding pieces up to the guide, then lay the second piece roughly place. 
The special action of the clamps draws them accurately and firmly together. Indeed, the 
clamps literally bite into the rebate of the 2 pieces of mouldings to pull and tighten them very 
strongly against each other. This ensures a high quality join every time, even on very wide 
mouldings. This is unique to Cassese.

.   Clamping of mouldings activated by foot-pedal

.   Wedge firing activated by push button

.   Automatic position lock
Carriage is locked in position during insertion of wedges allowing for consistent stacking of wedges.

.   Built-in extension arms for large frames

.   New magnetic XL adjustable top clamp
Quickly adjust hold down height. Just change rubber end for hardwood or softwood. Now 
with quick-change magnetic hold-downs.

 .  No tools required to change wedges’ sizes
Uses only genuine Cassese patented cartridge wedges. They are color coded with a full 
range of sizes available (3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, & 15 mm) most available in hardwood and softwood 
versions. Quality and performance!

.  No pressure adjustment required
When changing between softwood and hardwood timber. 

 .  Minimum service required

Mouldings
Width                                            5mm-150mm
Height                                               7mm-112mm
Smallest internal frame size      85mm x 85mm

Weight                                         60 Kg

Length                                         490mm
Width                                          450mm
Height                                         1100mm

Air supply                                 Compressed air at                 
   7 bars using 5                

per cycle
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